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Homecoming 2013

Bright lights

Glasgow senior Taylor Emberton clings to escort Justin Wellum after winning the Homecoming crown during halftime
of WKU's game against Troy on Saturday. Emberton represented Kappa Delta sorority and Kappa Alpha fraternity. DEME-

H

TRIUS FREEMAN/HERALD

illtoppers from near
and far gathered on
the Hill this weekend

Hours spent on crafting floats
by Greeks and campus and community organizations, each embracing this year’s Homecoming
President Gary Ransdell addresses the crowd during Big Red's Roar
after WKU's Homecoming parade on Friday. BRIAN POWERS/HERALD

rolled through College Street and
down to Fountain Square on Friday as thousands looked on.
On Saturday, fans gathered to
tailgate with friends new and old
before the WKU vs. Troy football
game, where at halftime, Glasgow
senior Taylor Emberton, spon-

the title of Homecoming queen.

Approval of both a Chinese and
Arabic major and minor were just
two of the many items approved at
Friday’s Board of Regents meeting.
The Board of Regents held their
final quarterly meeting Friday
morning in the Cornelius A. Martin
Regents Room in Mass Media and
Technology Hall. All action items
were approved.
The two new majors are set to be
implemented next semester.
Patricia Minter, faculty regent,
said the majors will help with
WKU’s academic credentials.
“You can’t be serious if you don’t
teach Arabic and Chinese as a major,” Minter said.
The regents also approved the
split of the department of psychology, creating the new department
of psychological studies.
Other items that were approved
include the employment contract
for softball coach Amy Tudor and
the approval to sell land to the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet to
build a roundabout on the intersection between 31-W Bypass and
University Boulevard. The land will
SEE REGENTS PAGE 2

'Rocky Horror'
screening set
for Capitol Arts

Once trick-or-treating becomes
a thing of the past, some young
adults may think their days of
dressing up and going out on Halloween night are over.
WKU’s Campus Activities Board,
along with the Capitol Arts Center in downtown Bowling Green, is
hoping to convince WKU students
otherwise with their annual screening of “Rocky Horror Picture Show.”
The event highly encourages audience participation, and while the
movie is playing, there are also actors acting it out.
Memphis junior Jasmine Hockaday, CAB Late Night and Novelty
committee chair, has been preparing the cast that will be acting during the event. She has also been
making prop bags that audience
members can purchase to use during the movie.
Hockaday said she’s enjoyed
working with such a wide variety of
people.
“These are all such different
people, and if it wasn’t for this play, I
would have never encountered any

SEE ROCKY PAGE 2

sored by Kappa Delta sorority and
Kappa Alpha Order fraternity, won

BY TREY CRUMBIE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

BY KRISTINA BURTON
LIFE@WKUHERALD.COM

to celebrate all things WKU.

theme of “Bright Lights, Red City,”

Arabic, Chinese
majors, land
sale approved

Alpha Omicron Pi sorority sisters cheer from the back of a truck pulling
their float down State Street during WKU's Homecoming parade on
Friday. BRIAN POWERS/HERALD

WKUHERALD.com

NPHC Step Show goes back to its roots
BY QUICHE MATCHEN
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Murray State graduate student Dominique Willis performs alongside
her sisters of the Nu Rho chapter of the Zeta Phi Beta sorority at the step
show Saturday night at Diddle Arena. KATIE MCLEAN/HERALD

Canes were broken, laughter was shared,
memories were made and the history of National Pan-Hellenic Council organizations was
re-lived at the annual Homecoming Step Show
Saturday night.
The show started at 7 p.m. in Diddle Arena.
Performers had been practicing since the summer for the show, which was especially significant because the show was canceled last year
due to “logistical” issues.
President Gary Ransdell welcomed the audience to the show and thanked everyone for
coming out.
“This is a WKU Homecoming tradition,”
Ransdell said.
Louisville senior Kelly Mandela, NPHC vice
president, agrees. That’s why the theme “Back
to the Basics: Tradition at it’s Best” was chosen,
she said.
“We’re trying to get back to our original
SEE STEP PAGE 2

VIDEO
CHECK OUT A TIMELAPSE
OF THE MAKING OF A
HOMECOMING FLOAT
ON WKUHERALD.COM

TUE 70°/50°
WED 75°/61°
THU 64°/52°
FRI 66°/41°
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REGENTS

“Thoughts on Pop” to discuss Doctor Who
BY TYLER PROCHAZKA
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Students and faculty will meet
today to discuss something that
everyone is surrounded by and
interacts with every day: popular
culture.
Anthony Harkins, director of the
popular culture major, has organized the “Thoughts on Pop” event
every semester since 2010 to help
demonstrate the academic side of
popular culture to campus and to
promote the interdisciplinary popular culture major at WKU.
“There were a whole lot of people doing popular culture work
and [I thought] it would be a great
opportunity to introduce it to the
campus community and give evidence about all the ways you could
talk about popular culture,” Harkins said.
Every semester, Harkins chooses presenters who both express
an interest to participate and who
have done recent work in popular
culture around campus.
For this event, Harkins chose
Dawn Hall, a professor of English
at South Campus, to present on
Doctor Who and how the current
TV series is portraying gender.
“Female empowerment and
agency is underrepresented in film
and television, so I think it is important to point it out when we do
see it,” Hall said.
According to Hall, the show’s
protagonist, the Doctor in the
Classic Series, (which began in the
1960s), would typically save the

IF YOU GO
What: Thoughts on Pop
Where: Faculty House
When: Tuesday, 4-5:30 p.m.

female character. Since the reboot
of the series in 2005, she said the
female companions “are doing the
saving.” Hall said stronger female
characters were a necessary development since Doctor Who has
been “sexualized” in the new series.
Hall said this presentation was
inspired by a two-week winter term
course she took in London, which
focused exclusively on studying
Doctor Who.
Over the years, Hall said she
has realized Doctor Who has transitioned from a “show for boys” to
a show that everyone is watching,
WKU students included.
“I was in Cherry Hall bathroom
and inside the door there was a
thing carved which said ‘bad wolf,’
which is a phrase from Doctor
Who’s newest series,” she said.
Film major senior Anna Beth
Gillion will present alongside Hall,
discussing the latest season and
the current female companion,
Clara.
Ian Schnee, assistant professor of the philosophy and religion
department, will present on “how
ideology functions in film.”
Schnee said film can often be
used to reinforce various social
norms, such as heterosexuality, standards of beauty for women
and white privilege. His presenta-

tion will argue that film can also be
used to subvert these norms.
One of the examples Schnee
gave was the film “Inglorious Bastards,” which some see as glorifying violence, while others interpret
as critiquing the violence of both
the Jewish heroes in the film and
the Nazis.
“We have interesting cases of
mainstream cinema that can be
read ambiguously,” he said.
However, Schnee said that most
mainstream cinema probably
works to reinforce norms, rather
than subvert them.
“It seems plausible that film
as products of the studio system
probably reinforce social norms
more commonly as they have that
pressure to be successful commercially,” Schnee said.
With the spread of cheap video
cameras and production materials,
Schnee said he hopes there will be
more critiques of society through
film.
“The great availability of the
means of producing film at least
leads me to hope that film won’t
be completely subject to the dominant norms of society,” he said.
For Harkins, the “Thoughts on
Pop” presentations are an important opportunity for students to
engage these questions on popular
culture, which they may not otherwise think about.
“Popular culture is everywhere
and it is omnipresent in their lives,
but oftentimes we don’t have opportunities to think about it seriously,” Harkins said.

STEP

Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity seniors Marrquon
Bartee, Josh
Nelson and
Tre Chatman,
all from Louisville, perform
their step show
routine during
the Homecoming Step Show
at Diddle Arena.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
ways,” she said.
Comedian Billy Sorrells, known for
his appearances on the YouTube series,
“Shit Black Girls Say,” was the host of
the step show.
He went into the audience looking for
the oldest and charter members of each
of the nine organizations that were represented from around the country at
the step show, where Sorrells talked to
NPHC members that joined their organizations in the ‘70s.
Keisha Smith, Kentucky state director of Zeta Phi Beta sorority, said she
thought every organization and all the
students performed well.
“They incorporated historical moments very well and went back to the
basics of each organization,” she said.
Smith said she thought her organization did an outstanding job.
“I appreciate WKU for recognizing all
organizations,” she said.
Omega Psi Phi fraternity and Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority won the show.
The Omegas came out to the song
“Blood on the Leaves” and then incorporated the steps of their founders
throughout the history of their organization into their performance.
Alpha Kappa Alpha took a different
approach. Their show featured a time

IAN MAULE/
HERALD

machine that took them back to the
year the organization was founded in
1908, forward to the 1960s and then to
the present.
Nashville senior and AKA member
Courtney Buggs said their show was
inspired by the movie “Back to the Future: Part III.”
“We put in hard work,” she said.
“We’ve been practicing since June, and
we’re glad our hard work paid off and
won the step show.”
AKA sorority member Zonetta English, said she thought it was great that
her organization won.
“It’s very poignant, and they all represented well,” she said. “I thought they
exemplified what AKA was all about.”
The AKAs and Omegas weren’t the

only winners of the night. Two NPHC
scholarships were also awarded.
Campbellsville senior Ashyya Robinson and St. Louis senior Karlos Harbor
were awarded scholarships to study
abroad next year in Trinidad, an island
in the Caribbean.
Mandela said she thought the show
was a success.
“At the end of the day, it’s more to
stepping,” she said. “The old heads enjoy step show performances more than
steppers.”
Mandela said she’s especially proud
of show volunteers and other schools
who represented NPHC organizations
in the step show.
“You can expect a bigger and better
show every year,” she said.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

be sold for $463,100, with construction slated to begin in April.
An employment agreement for
chief of staff and general counsel,
Deborah Wilkins, was also approved.
In the agreement, Wilkins will only
serve as general counsel, and WKU
reserves the right to reassign her to
another position within the university. Wilkins will still keep the pay of her
current position if she is reassigned.
All of the finance and budget
items, including the acceptance to file
2013-2014 first quarter statement of
revenues and expenditures, were approved.
Also approved was an internal audit plan which will create a senior staff
auditor position within the university. The senior staff auditor will be responsible for reviewing finance-related affairs for various departments on
campus and will be paid an estimated
$44,000.
Three information items were discussed. Among them was the subject
of services provided for military students.
According to a document provided in the Board of Regents agenda,
WKU has more than 1,700 students
who identify as a military student this
semester. Military students include
those on active duty, veterans and any
dependents they may have.
Tonya Archey, director of military
student services, said military students need assistance for a variety of
reasons. Archey wanted to provide
a helping hand through her department.
“We created a Veteran Resource
Center in order to help the total student body of our military students,”
Archey said.
Archey said one of the most popular programs within the Veteran Resource Center is the Textbooks for
Troops program. In the Textbooks
for Troops program, the Veteran Resource Center take textbooks, loans
them out to soldiers and the soldiers
bring them back at the end of the semester.
“I call it the ultimate recycling program,” Archey said.
Other information items included
how the degree approval process
works and an updated map featuring
how the purposed roundabout will
look after it is built.
The Board of Regents also approved an Honorary Doctorate Degree to Zuheir Sofia and swore in a
new member, Gillard Johnson.
The Regents will meet again on
Dec. 13 for committee meetings.

Crime reports
Arrests

• Police arrested Charmaine Harden for failure to illuminate headlights,
reckless driving, DUI and possession
of an open alcohol container in a motor vehicle on Oct. 27.
• Police arrested Marietta, Ga.,
junior John Bauerle Jr. on College
Heights Boulevard and Avenue of
Champions for failure to illuminate
headlights and DUI on Oct. 26.
For more, go to WKUHerald.com

ROCKY

IF YOU GO

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
of them,” Hockaday said.
Hockaday said she is glad all of the
actors were able to come together and
get along like they have.
Matt Byrum, a 21-year-old senior
from Dalton, Ga., is one of the actors
that will be performing during the
event.
“I’ve done it for the past three years
since I was a freshman, and I absolutely love it,” Byrum said.
Byrum plays the role of Dr. Frank-NFurter, the show’s main antagonist.
“He’s a crazy, bombastic, hedonistic
person, who juxtaposes what goes with
the prim and proper characters of Brad
and Janet,” Byrum said. “He’s creating
a monster, Rocky Horror, to be his perfect man, and he’s searching for just the
right dash of masculinity to create the
perfect creature.”

What: "Rocky Horror Picture Show"
Where: Capitol Arts Center
When: Thursday, Oct. 31, 10 p.m.
Admission: $7 ; Prop bags: $3
Byrum said the highlight for him is
interaction with the audience.
“Every year is different,” Byrum said.
“I love seeing reactions as I run past
them in their seats and just being in
character around them with them egging me on and having fun with me.”
Cape Coral, Fla., freshman Elizabeth
Kindma is excited to attend the event
as a viewer.
“I think it really gets everyone into
the spirit of Halloween because it’s an
eerie-type movie,” Kindma said. “Plus I
love musicals and it’s a really fun show.”
Kindma said she is also hoping for
lots of audience participation and a big
turnout.
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“The more the merrier,” Kindma said.
Kindma encourages other students
to attend the show.
“It’s a chance to experience new
things and get out of the dorm and
participate in something at the same
time,” Kindma said.
Hockaday said she hopes people will
come out to this unique event.
“‘Rocky Horror Picture Show’ is a fun,
quirky, different environment,” Hockaday said. “People dress up, too, so it’s
pretty much like a big Halloween costume party.”
Byrum said “Rocky Horror Picture
Show” is one of the greatest B-film science fiction movies ever created.
“It’s a throwback from the '70s to
what was going on in the '50s with that
genre,” Byrum said. “It should be on
the bucket list to watch for anyone who
likes movies, and there’s no better way
to do it than in public with a shadow
cast. You lose that element watching it
by yourself.”

Corrections

Due to a Herald error, the Oct.
22 editorial on priority registration
changes made the hour limit unclear.
Students are limited to priority registering for 16 hours only on the day
of their priority registration. Students
can sign up for an additional three
hours on their normal assigned registration day.
Due to a Herald error, the National
Pan-Hellenic Council Step Show was
incorrectly stated as being in Downing Student Union Auditorium. The
Step Show was in Diddle Arena.
The College Heights Herald corrects all confirmed errors that are
brought to reporters’ or editors’ attention. Please call 745-6011 or 745-5044
to report a correction, or email us at
editor@wkuherald.com

PROUD NEW FIERY
TO SUPPORT

WKU

DORITOS LOCOS TACOS
MTN DEW 1802 Russellville Rd.
®
™

BAJA BLAST FREEZE
LIVE MÁS

2460 Nashville Rd.
2628 Scottsville Rd.
1162 W. 31 Bypass
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OPINION
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 2013

WKUHERALD.COM

@WKUHERALD

STAFF EDITORIAL

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS

Email policy violates right to free speech
THE ISSUE: Under the “Computer Systems Security” section of the WKU student handbook, students are warned
their “e-mail resources” may be “revoked at any time for inappropriate
conduct.” This label extends to any
material that is “reasonably likely to be
perceived as offensive based on race,
national origin, sex, sexual orientation,
age, disability, religious or political beliefs.”
OUR STANCE: The Foundation for Individual Rights in Education, or FIRE,
has given WKU a red light rating for
this curtailing of free speech. We applaud the Student Government Association for already passing a resolution
that suggests WKU amend this section
of the handbook that currently limits
freedom of speech. As an organization
that promotes an absolute freedom
of speech as a cornerstone of the free
press and democracy, the Herald urges
the university to change this policy as
soon as possible.

T

he year was 1969.
Clarence Brandenburg, a Ku
Klux Klan member, was on trial for a
charge of inciting violence with his racist speech against the black community in Ohio. The case, Brandenburg v.
Ohio, eventually came to the Supreme
Court.
In one of the most decisive endorsements of free speech in United States
history, the Supreme Court declared
that the “constitutional guarantees of

free speech and free press do not permit a state to forbid or proscribe advocacy of the use of force, or of law violation, except where such advocacy is
directed to inciting imminent lawless
action and is likely to incite or produce
such action.”
This protected Brandenburg’s speech
under the First Amendment of the
Constitution and established the “imminent lawless action” test as the only
means to limit free speech in the U.S.
Basically, unless one can prove that
certain speech is responsible for “imminent lawless action,” it is covered
under the First Amendment’s right to
free speech.
However, WKU’s own policy is not
aligned with this notion.
When contacted by the Herald about
this policy of revoking email resources
for what WKU could determine as offensive speech, Howard Bailey, vice
president for Student Affairs, said his
staff was already planning to look at the
wording of the policy.
This policy shouldn’t exist in the first
place if the university wishes to uphold
its reputation as being a leading academic institution that values a free exchange of ideas.
As Bob Owen, vice president for information technology, said in his interview with the Herald, we understand
that monitoring all student email for
hate speech is impossible, making the
possibility of a massive restriction on
free speech among students quite slim.
But that doesn’t make the policy any

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

more tolerable because it does not
guarantee freedom for a student who
might decide to send out a mass email
that catches the university’s attention.
Under the current policy, WKU can
silence such a student.
This is simply intolerable in a community that ought to value the broadening of minds.
Bailey said the university will be
working on a change to the student
handbook that will better define what
speech can be limited by the university.

“Hate speech should be challenged
with other speech, not suppressed,” he
said.
This is the pillar of American democracy, and the administration has an
opportunity to support it for the future
leaders currently studying at WKU.
Changing this policy should be a priority for WKU moving forward.

This editorial represents the majority
opinion of the Herald's 9-member editorial board.

Parade causes transportation problems

Response to Oct. 22 Herald Editorial
The Herald editorial on October 22 in the Graduate and Undergraduate
addressed the new priority registra- Catalog” during the open registration
tion policy, which will be effective for period, which immediately follows
Spring 2014 registration onwards. The the priority registration period.
editorial stated that “students with
This information was communipriority registration, excluding seniors cated by the University Registrar to all
and graduate students, will be
affected students via e-mail on
limited to signing up for 16
October 21.
hours of classes this spring.”
The new policy thus affords
This is not the case. While
all students the opportunity to
Policy 1.3140 (which folregister for the same number of
lowed the normal univercourses as before, while reducsity procedure for academic
ing the extent to which seats
policy approval and which
in classes may be unavailable
was presented to the SGA in
to students who do not have
September, with no adverse
the special priority registration
Emslie
comments received) does
privilege. It therefore addresses
limit to 16 the total number of hours the needs of various student groups in
for which an undergraduate student a reasonable and fair manner.
may register during the priority regisGordon Emslie, Provost and Vice
tration period, it goes on to state that President for Academic Affairs and
students may subsequently add addi- Mark Reeves, SGA Representative to
tional courses “up to the limits estab- the University Senate Executive Comlished by the university and published mittee

While everyone else was gearing up for the homecoming parade,
I was worrying about how I would
get to my car. You see, I get out of
my last class at 2:45, and because of
the parking pass I could afford this
semester for the first time since I'd
started back to WKU, I have to park
at Campbell Lane.
At 2:42, I was putting my things
in my bag a little early. At 2:43, I was
biting my lip, trying to think of the
quickest stop to get to. At 2:44, my
hand was on my drink. At 2:45, my
professor dismissed us, and unlike
other days in that class, I was out of
there as fast as I could get and running down the Hill toward the Valley. I am not an athletic person, so
running wasn't something I usually
do. I managed to get to the stop at
the Valley just as the White line was
pulling up for its last pick-up until
6 p.m.
Now, I don't begrudge the university for the parade. Far from it. But

for an event that didn't start until 5,
why did they have to close down the
buses at 3? And why did they have to
close down both Red and White? Red
doesn't even use State Street or Big
Red Way, yet it was ending service at
3 just like White.
Two hours to prepare for a parade
is a little extensive, too. I've been
in plenty of parades in my lifetime,
having been in marching band back
in high school. I think the earliest we
were ever at a starting location for a
parade was an hour prior to time to
head out. And these were some pretty major parades: the Golden Armor
Parade in Radcliff, which is a solid
two miles in length (or was when
we marched). The Heartland Festival parade in Elizabethtown. I think
our band director even signed us up
one year for the Pegasus Parade up
in Louisville.
Thanks for letting me vent.
Elizabethtown senior Courtney
McDowell

CARTOON STRIP

@MsLayne_
I’m gettin tired if this DSU
mess. It’s #DUC forever!
#wku #nostalgia
— Sent 6:21 PM/27 Oct 13
TWEETS
FROM
THE HILL

@TheGK_Shepherd
One of our alums just
said cool story bro at
our dinner after another
brothers speech. Freaking epic. #ATO #WKU
#Bro #TFM
— Sent 9:22 PM/26 Oct 13
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VOICE YOUR OPINION
Opinion 270.745.4874
opinion@wkuherald.com

The Herald encourages readers to
write letters and commentaries
on topics of public interest. Here
are a few guidelines:
1. Letters shouldn't exceed 250
words. Commentaries should be
about 500 words and include a
picture.
2. Originality counts. Please don't
submit plagiarized work.
3. For verification, letters and
commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number, home
town and classification or title.

@kevinapenn
All these basics taking
pictures with Big Red. I
will never. #wku
— Sent 1:51 PM/27 Oct 13
@kelliroxxo
Homecoming was SO
close and now I'm mad
we didn’t win #wku
— Sent 8:48 PM/26 Oct 13

4. Letters may not run in every
edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the right to
edit all letters for style, grammar,
length and clarity. The Herald
does NOT print libelous submissions.
6. Submissions must be received
by 7 p.m. on Sunday and Wednesday.
DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed in this newspaper DO
NOT reflect those of Western
Kentucky University's employees or of its administration.
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THE FUN PAGE
Get social with the

ACROSS
1 Dick __ Dyke
4 "Little House on the Prairie"

College Heights Herald

girl

Call (270
(270)745-2653 to sponsor a puzzlee today!

9 Series for George Eads
12 Greek letter
13 Lou Grant's portrayer

@WKUHerald
@WKUHeraldSports

14 Likely
15 Skelton or Buttons
16 Glowed
17 Tit for __
18 Actor Scott and his family
20 "The __"; Fran Drescher

@WKUHerald

sitcom
22 Actress on "The Big Bang
Theory"
26 Become educated
27 "Austin Powers: The __

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified Sales Manager: Ashley Edwards

advertising@wkuherald.com

FOR RENT
Grande Haven Villas Newly constructed one and two bedroom
luxury apts. Great location off Campbell Lane
on Industrial Dr.
Spacious floorplans. Close to WKU
Shuttle. Ask about our move in Specials!!
Crye-Leike Property Management:
(270) 781-7888

Who Shagged Me"; Mike
Myers film
28 Galloped
29 Maya's role on "Up All
Night"
32 Just right
35 Role on "Suburgatory"
39 "Mike & __"
40 Actress Della
42 Web site address, for short
43 __ home; away
47 "One Day __ Time"
48 Billy __ Williams
49 "Confessions of a Teenage
__ Queen"; Lindsay Lohan
movie

HELP WANTED

50 __ up; arrange
51 Dishwasher cycle
52 Sevareid and Close

PEOPLEMARK, INC.
IS CURRENTLY TAKING APPLICATIONS FOR
The following positions
Warehouse and Retail Distribution Center Positions
In Bowling Green, KY.

53 Curvy letter
DOWN
1 Part of speech
2 "The __"; adventure series
for George Peppard

Receiving /Shipping Material Handlers:
[Able to lift up to 60 lbs repetitively]
Scanning, shrink wrapping, breaking down boxes,
stacking boxes
Retail Table Operators
Able to stand for 8-10 hours
Able to bend and squat repetitively
Folding, packaging and tagging garments

3 Olympic gymnast Comaneci

24 Pitt and Garrett

41 Dines

4 Long-running adventure

25 __ tube; swimming pool

44 Bobby of hockey fame

series about a collie

toy

45 Skater Babilonia

5 Bit of soot

29 Worshipper

46 Cable channel that mainly

6 Family card game

30 "The Big __"; old Lee

airs movies

7 "The __ & Stimpy Show"

Majors western series

8 Sports building

31 "__ in the Family"

9 Herb that will drive a kitty

33 Vital blood vessels

wild

34 Caustic cleaning solution

10 One of the kids on "The

ingredient

Little Rascals"

36 Late actor and comedian

11 __-bitty; very small

Paul

19 Popeye's love

37 Discontinue

21 Pacino and Roker

38 Actor Rob

23 Actress Bello

39 News journalist Roger

Place a classiﬁed
ad in the Herald

Pay rate is $9.00/hr
Must be willing to work overtime
Including weekends.
Temp to hire is possible
Vacation, benefits and redeemable award points
for hours worked will be discussed at interview.
Will be taking applications Monday through Friday
8:30 to 5:00
2530 Scottsville Rd. Suite 4
(The Old Hickory Bldg. upstairs)
Bowling Green, KY

DISPLAY CLASSIFIEDS

ID required for I-9 verification
Drug test and background checks required.
EOE

Email advertising@wkuherald.com
for more information.

THURSDAY'S CROSSWORD
SOLUTION:

LINE CLASSIFIEDS
start at $6 per issue
start at $7.25 per issue

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for
misleading or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please
use caution when answering ads, especially when asked to send money
or provide credit card information. The College Heights Herald is not
responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

HALLOWEEN IS

2
DAYS AWAY!

THURSDAY'S SUDOKU SOLUTIONS
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Grad remembered for her academics, athletics
BY CHRISTIAN MARNON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Anna Zhidkova had a dream
to become the world’s best engineer. She wanted to move to
New Zealand, build a house
and start a family of five kids.
However, that dream was cut
short on Oct. 14, when Zhidkova, a Russian-born civil engineering graduate, died from
an aggressive form of cancer.
Zhidkova, also a record-holding pole vaulter at WKU, was
diagnosed just five months
after graduating magna cum
laude. She was enrolled in
graduate school at the University of Kentucky.
Zhidkova’s parents, Marnia
and Gennedy, crossed the
globe to reach Bowling Green
on Wednesday, flying from
Moscow to hang a plaque
in honor of their daughter.
Friends, instructors and advisors to Zhidkova gathered in
the Civil Engineering Student
Resource Room at WKU to unveil the plaque and celebrate
her memory.
It was in this room that Zhidkova pursued her dreams of
greatness, spending hours
at her designated computer
workstation. The plaque was
hung above Zhidkova’s computer, memorializing her drive
as a student and an athlete.
It reads: “Rest in peace classmate, teammate, friend, and
student with an unquenchable
thirst for knowledge. You will
be a part of us forever.”
“This is where she sat,” said
engineering instructor Warren
Campbell about the plaque
location. “She was always here
any time of the day or night.”
Emily Mesker, who also
graduated from WKU in 2013,
reflected on Zhidkova’s ambition.
“She studied harder than

Gennedy Zhidokova, civil engineering professor Warren Campbell, and wife Marnia Zhidokova pray during a memorial service for the
Zhidokova's daughter, Anna Zhidokova. IAN MAULE/HERALD
anybody that I know,” Mesker
said. “I would come to this
room to pick up something
late at night and she was
there, very quietly doing her
work.”
Mesker said Zhidkova was
friendly and personable despite her intense study habits.
“She seemed like a quiet
person, so her sense of humor would always surprise
you,” Mesker said. “When
you came up to her to talk,
she would either have a very
sweet reply or she would say
something that was hilarious
or unexpected.”
Zhidkova’s impetus for academic success was rivaled by
her achievement in student
athletics.

After coming to Bowling
Green on a NCAA track scholarship as a pole vaulter, Zhidkova eventually earned the
record for both the indoor and
outdoor pole vault at WKU.
Additionally, she placed fifth
in the pole vault at the 2010
Sun Belt Conference Outdoor
Championships and tied for
fourth at the 2010 Sun Belt
Conference Outdoor Championships.
Campbell said Zhidkova also
had a passion for one particular sweet snack.
“She loved peaches,” Campbell said. “One day near the
University of Kentucky, she
rode her bicycle to the grocery
store only four blocks from her
apartment. Riding on her bike

with two bags of groceries, she
couldn’t wait four blocks to get
home to start eating a peach.
She was holding two grocery
bags and eating a peach, when
she hit a rut, has a crash and
ends up with nineteen stitches
in her leg.”
Zhidkova’s mother Marnia,
said her daughter neglected to
ask permission before deciding to leave Russia and study
in the United States.
“Anna was so free, independent that she didn’t consult us
when she made the decision to
move to WKU,” she said. “Basically, she went to the U.S. Consulate in Moscow, got a visa
and all her papers. It wasn’t till
then that she told us. This was
a shock, but after a while we

started to respect her decision
and liked it a lot.”
Zhidkova’s interest in civil
engineering and her dream
for New Zealand was realized
after arriving in the United
States, Anna’s mother said.
“She had a great dream —
to become the best engineer
in the world,” she said. “She
wanted to move to New Zealand, build a house, start a
family of five kids and have
the parents nearby. Anna was
a very strong character always going towards her goal.
Not everybody was always
comfortable with this, including us. But this is the kind of
person she was and we all
loved and respected her very
much.”

Copyright issues cause
IT consistent problems
BY TREY CRUMBIE
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
Students who download music and
movies illegally on WKU’s campus may
want to think twice before continuing
their actions.
Information Technology security
analyst Brandon Vincent said sharing
copyrighted material, such as music
or movies, without the consent of the
owner is a continuous problem the IT
security office deals with.
“We’ve dealt with that for years out of
this office,” Vincent said.
Using programs to share files that are
intended to be free or aren’t copyrighted is not against the university policy,
Vincent said, but the circumstances
change when it comes to copyrighted
material.
“We’re required by law to take action
when we receive a copyright complaint
from a copyright owner,” Vincent said.
IT does not actively seek out illegal activity but must do so if notified by copyright owners.
Vincent said sometimes students
who use programs to download copyrighted material unknowingly distribute the copyrighted material after the
initial download.
“Those file sharing programs in turn
will turn around and share those files
back out with everyone else on the Internet,” Vincent said.
Vincent said companies that own
copyrighted material will look for those
that are distributing the files illegally
with special programs and will send a
complaint letter to the IT security office if the activity is occurring on WKU’s
network.
The company that sends the complaint gives the IT security office information to help them find the device

Brandon Vincent, IT security analyst

We’re required by
law to take action
when we receive a
copyright complaint
from a copyright
owner.”

that is distributing the files illegally,
Vincent said. After the IT security office
finds the device or user that is responsible for file sharing, action is taken.
“We redirect their traffic to a website
that lets them know there’s been an incident and that we need to speak with
them about it,” Vincent said.
Vincent said the IT security office will
make sure that both the copyrighted
file is deleted and the device is no longer sharing the file with others before
removing the redirect.
Vincent said if the action is repeated
a second time, the person will lose Internet access for one month, pay a $50
reconnection fee and must meet judicial affairs. If the action is repeated a
third time, the person will lose Internet
access for three months, pay a $100 reconnection fee and will meet with judicial affairs.
Howard Bailey, vice president for student affairs, said although he doesn’t
deal with handling the consequences
directly, illegal file sharing is a rare occurrence.
“It’s not something that happens a
whole lot,” Bailey said.

WKUHERALD.com
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Nashville senior Rachel South and Louisville junior Jake Bass shop for records as the
Fair-Weather Kings perform during the grand opening of Mellow Matt's Music and
More on Friday.

For the

RECORD
PHOTOS BY SHELBY MACK

Matt Pfefferkorn poses for a portrait with a Bruce Springsteen record at his store,
Mellow Matt's Music and More, on the Sunday of the store's grand opening weekend.

Elizabeth Woodrum hugs Matt Pfefferkorn during the soft opening of his record store, Mellow Matt's Music and More, on Wednesday, Oct. 23. Pfefferkorn opened the
store to friends and family prior to the grand opening to make sure the computer system was working properly and things were running smoothly.
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THE REEL

Promising pedigree derails “The Counselor”
a large shipment of cocaine.
By “brief,” I mean that he is both introduced and then never heard from
again over the course of three minutes.
Despite being part of a talented
pedigree, it’s clear that Hank should’ve
stayed with the DEA.

BY BEN CONNIFF
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM
Rating

5.5/10

Oh, how the mighty have fallen.
In Ridley Scott and Cormac McCarthy’s “The Counselor,” “Breaking
Bad”’s own Dean Norris makes a brief
appearance as the wholesale buyer of

The story picks up when a nameless, cash-strapped lawyer (Michael
Fassbender) invests in a big drug
deal, contrary to the advising of his
associates (Javier Bardem and Brad
Pitt).
Inevitably, the deal goes wrong,
forcing our hero into an abyss of
increasingly dire straits.
Cameron Diaz steals the show as
Malkina, the girlfriend of Bardem’s
character, Reiner.
Her motives lend a welcome sense
of depth to both her character and to
the film’s final act.

Diaz manages to balance confidence and initiative in a manner that’s
imposing, yet undeniably sexy.
This is made apparent not only to
the audience, but to Bardem’s character in a really weird scene involving her
and a car.
Watching it is like passing a bad car
wreck — it’s terribly frightening but
you just can’t make yourself look away.
Trailing in Diaz’s wake is the rest of
the A-list cast, each given ample time to
flex their chops in what feels like a series of long-winded vignettes that serve
as an exposition.
Real people don’t often speak in
monologues, which is how most of the
dialogue is delivered.
You’d think that a screenplay
from arguably one of the greatest
American novelists of all time, Cormac McCarthy (“No Country for

Old Men”), would be fraught with
suspense and intrigue.
But as one reviewer on the film’s
IMDb page said, “McCarthy fails to realize that he isn’t writing a book here.”
“The Counselor” is just boring and
un-engaging — two things that stories like “No Country for Old Men” and
“The Road” are not.
By trying to create intrigue and suspense with cryptic dialogue in his firstever screenplay, he fails to make a cohesive story.
It’s clear that McCarthy shouldn’t
quit his day job.
In the end, I think those audience
members looking for recourse after the
recent departure of dear Heisenberg
will be disappointed by “The Counselor.”
Now playing at Greenwood Mall 10

THE REMOTE

Fantastic TV dramas to binge watch and where to find them
BY RYAN PAIT
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM

watching.
Don’t let the show’s drug-fueled
plot drive you away, because “Breaking
We all need some drama to balance Bad” is so much more than that.
out the hilarity of everyday life.
It’s a TV drama for the ages. It has miPreviously, I offered up three com- nutely-detailed characters, astonishing
edy series that are perfect for binge- plot lines and razor-sharp writing.
watching.
It also features some of
Here are three drama
the most astute acting I’ve
series (all also available on
seen on TV in a long time.
Netflix) that are the perBryan Cranston, Aaron
fect complement to all that
Paul and Anna Gunn are
comedy viewing.
consistently stunning in
“Breaking Bad”
their roles.
5 seasons, 54 episodes
“Breaking Bad” is basical“Breaking Bad” may
ly the total methy package,
technically be over, but its
and it’s perfect for streaming
hallowed name will live forback to back to back to back
ever in the world of streamfor days on end.
ing.
“Mad Men”
I know I’m itching to
5 seasons, 64 episodes
PAIT
watch it all over again.
Looking to class up your
Columnist
“Breaking Bad” is great for
life?
binge watching, mostly beTry “Mad Men.”
cause it’s just full-on addictive.
Cable’s sexiest, smartest, ‘60s-est
Each episode feels intrinsically drama is also available for streaming
linked to the next, and at the end on Netflix.
of each one, you’ll want to keep
Taking place in the advertising world

of New York in the wild and wicked ‘60s,
“Mad Men” explores the social mores of
the time.
It’s also one of the best dramas that
TV has to offer — it didn’t win four consecutive Emmys for Best Drama Series
for no reason.
“Mad Men” isn’t a plot-based show.
Sure, there are overarching
movements that drive the show’s
seasons.
But “Mad Men” truly excels in examining the motivations and minds of its
characters.
And they’re some of the most lovably
frustrating characters that TV has to offer.
It’s an incredibly absorbing show
— the ‘60s setting is so atmospheric
and authentic that you’ll never want to
leave it.
Luckily, “Mad Men” has 64 episodes
currently available, so that shouldn’t be
a problem.
“House of Cards”
1 season, 13 episodes
“House of Cards” may not have a
lot of episodes, but it’s literally built for

streaming.
Really, though — “House of Cards” is
a TV show that isn’t available on regular
TV.
Like Netflix’s other original series
“Orange is the New Black,” “House of
Cards” is set up to work as a giant time
suck.
It is 13 straight hours of pure political drama, made to be consumed as
quickly as possible.
I gobbled it up over the course
of three days and felt absolutely no
shame.
Like “Mad Men” and “Breaking Bad,”
“House of Cards” centers on a captivating anti-hero.
He’s played by the always watchable
Kevin Spacey, full to the brim with charisma here.
Robin Wright also owns it with a turn
as Spacey’s Lady Macbeth-inspired
wife.
“House of Cards” may be about
politics, but it’s far from politics as
usual.
It’s sleek, stylish and it’ll leave you
wanting more.

Campus power project incomplete after 15 years
BY JACKSON FRENCH
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM
The office of Planning, Design and
Construction’s ongoing project of renovating and upgrading WKU’s electrical
system reached a milestone over the
summer.
After 15 years of electrical work, the
substation located on Mimosa Alley
that once powered part of the campus
is no longer in use and has been disconnected and decommissioned.
Planning, Design and Construction
director Bryan Russell said Cherry Hall,
Garrett Conference Center and Potter Hall, which were upgraded to the
newer power system in August, were
the last buildings to be powered by the
substation.
Ben Johnson, assistant director of
Planning, Design and Construction
has been working with Bowling Green
Municipal Utilities on the project. He
said the Mimosa substation powered
parts of WKU’s campus on an outdated
system.
“It is also worth noting that the old
distribution level system that we had,
which was 4,160 volts, was very prevalent back in the 40s, 50s and 60s, is no
longer a municipal utilities standard
for distribution,” he said, adding that
12,470 volts is the new standard.
Johnson said WKU has been working to upgrade the campus to a 12,470volt system since 1997.
“As of this last high voltage upgrade
phase that we did over the summer,

Ben Johnson, asst. director of Planning, Design, and Construction

What you find as new standards occur, then
the availability for not only new equipment
but also parts and maintenance devices...
become unavailable...”
that actually removed the last buildings
that were on circuits originating at that
substation [on Mimosa Alley],” Johnson said.
He said Bowling Green Municipal
Utilities has been intending to take the
substation down once WKU no longer
needs it.
“At that point in time, I essentially
said, ‘Guys, we’re not getting your piece
of equipment anymore so do with it
what you will,” Johnson said.
Jeff White, electric division manager
at BGMU, said there is no set date for
the destruction of the Mimosa substation but expects it to occur some time
next year.
He said WKU is the last customer on
BGMU’s grid to still use the 4,160-volt
system, adding that the rest of the utilities company’s customers switched
more than 20 years ago.
He said BGMU will likely try to
sell the substation’s transformer and
switchgear once it has been dismantled.
“We have no use for the transformer
anymore so we’ll just, we’ll put it up

View the
Power Project Map
at

WKUHERALD.com

on probably an auction site and see if
there’s an interested buyer,” he said.
Johnson said maintaining an outdated system can be difficult.
“What you find as new standards
occur, then the availability for not
only new equipment but also parts
and maintenance devices, and parts
for these older distribution systems
become unavailable from parts suppliers,” Johnson said. “There’s not a
demand for them so people don’t make
them anymore, which specifically was
the case with Mimosa Substation.”
He said the scarcity of replacement

parts was one of the main factors that
led WKU to switch to a 12,470-volt system.
“BGMU notified the university
about 15 years ago that they were having difficulty in sourcing repair parts
for that substation, which did play into
our discussions with them to move to
the new distribution system,” Johnson
said.
Despite the decommissioning of the
Mimosa substation, Johnson said part
of WKU is still powered by the old electrical system.
A Planning, Design and Construction map of the school shows that
many of the residence halls, along with
the Preston Center, the Fine Arts Center
and Grise Hall are still powered by the
old distribution system.
Johnson said a substation on Forrest
Drive powers the parts of the school
on the new power system, adding that
BGMU plans to decommission and
dismantle it as well once it is no longer
in use by WKU.
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VOLLEYBALL

Volleyball team starts second half of SBC play with two wins
BY AUSTIN LANTER
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The Lady Toppers didn’t
let a long road trip and quick
turnaround stop them from
capturing a pair of conference
wins over the weekend.
WKU (20-5, 10-1 Sun Belt
Conference) topped Louisiana-Monroe on the road on
Friday before beating Arkansas State on Sunday at home.
The Lady Toppers won each
match 3-0.
With the pair of wins, WKU
now holds a two-match lead
in the conference with seven
matches left in the season.
The Lady Toppers will play
their next two matches on the
road in Texas as they take on
Texas State and Texas-Arling-

ton. After that, the last five
matches of the season will be
in Diddle Arena.
“This week is going to be
huge for us,” coach Travis
Hudson said. “We have the
Texas road swing this weekend
and that’ll really decide things
for us. We now have a clear
two-game lead with seven to
go. I like where we are.”
Two weeks ago WKU lost
to Louisiana-Lafayette 3-2 on
the road, and since then, the
team has gone 4-0, with all
four of those wins coming in
three sets. The two sweeps this
weekend brought the team to
14 sweeps on the season, with
nine of those coming in conference play.
Senior outside hitter Paige
Wessel said the Lady Toppers

have hit their stride since the
loss.
“I think we’ve responded
really well,” Wessel said. “We’re
starting to pick up momentum. I think the loss kind of
helped us gain reality of what
we need to do to get better,
and we’ve moved on from
that.”
Over the course of the
two weekend matches, senior setter Melanie Stutsman
recorded 68 assists, senior
defensive specialist Ashley
Potts tallied 38 digs, and junior middle hitter Heather
Boyan led the team in kills
with seven on Friday and 12
on Sunday.
“That’s another thing we’ve
been working on is being more
sharp offensively,” Boyan said.

Next game
Friday, Nov. 1.
6 p.m. @ Texas State
“When the passers are doing a
great job and Mel (Stutsman)
is dealing us up there, it’s great
because we can just go up
there and swing away.”
Defense has also been
key for the Lady Toppers in
their current four game winning streak. WKU has outhit
their opponents .294 to .131
in those games. The Lady Red
Wolves recorded a -.138 hitting percentage in the first set
against WKU.
“At practice, we focused
on getting stops, and that includes blocking and floor defense,” Wessel said. “The num-

ber one way to stop someone
is serving aggressive, and I
think we served aggressive today (against ASU).”
Hudson said the second
time through the conference
schedule is tough. The team
has faced all seven teams remaining on the schedule once
this season with a record of
6-1 against them, the lone loss
coming from ULL.
“As much as you don’t
want them to, kids still have
in their minds what it’s going to be like, and it can be a
totally different match-up,”
he said. “What we shared in
these two matches (against
ULM and ASU) is a let-up in
the third set, and that’s a really dangerous thing to do in
this game.”

SPORTS BRIEFS
SWIMMING

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Swim teams fall to Northwestern

Lady Toppers play first exhibition

BY HERALD STAFF
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
TheWKU men’s and women’s
swimming and diving teams lost
to Northwestern in a pair of nailbiters at the Preston Center's
Bill Powell Natatorium over the
weekend.
The Lady Topper swimmers fell 151-145 while the
men were topped 161-139 on
Friday. It was the second meet
of the season for both squads.
Despite the losses, the two
teams experienced high notes
throughout the day against the
Wildcat teams.

RED WAVE

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
Wave was established to give
students more reasons to attend athletics events.
“We kind of wanted to give
the students a little more of
an incentive to come to the
game,” McKay said. “A lot of
students we talked to talked
about priority tickets for post-

COLUMN

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
After replacing departed
coach John L. Smith at Louisville in 2003, Petrino led the
Cardinals to a 9-4 record in
his first year at the school that
ended in a loss to Ben Roethlisberger and Miami of Ohio in
the GMAC Bowl. That was a solid year for the Conference USA
team, but nowhere close to the
heights Petrino and Jeff Brohm,
Louisville’s quarterbacks coach
at the time and current WKU
offensive coordinator, would
achieve in their later years.
On the flip-side, his first season at Arkansas made a GMAC
Bowl berth look like a great
year. The Razorbacks went 5-7
that season, with losses to Kentucky and Mississippi.
The best times under Petrino
have traditionally come later
in his tenure — remember, he
brought an entirely new coaching staff and playbook with him
just 10 months ago — so the
notion that a new coach would
come into WKU and change a
program around in one year is
proving to be a mistake.
The coach admitted that the
“newness” of the system has
affected his team through eight
games.
“There is always an adjust-

Freshman Amy Crayne won
two diving evaluations — the
three-meter and one-meter.
Junior Claire Conlon swept
the two breaststroke events
on Friday, freshman Maffie
Patterson won the 100 fly, and
freshman Celia Ouellette won
the 50 free event for the Lady
Toppers.
Freshman Madison Rylee
had a strong showing for the
Lady Topper divers. She came
in third place on the onemeter and three-meter diving
events.
On the men’s side, the team
of junior Seth Musser, junior TJ

season play and that’ll be another added benefit for our
Red Wave members. Say if we
get a 100-ticket allotment from
the NCAA Tournament, if we
get 100 tickets for students, the
top 100 Red Wave members
will get those tickets.”
The fee to join Red Wave is
$10. Students can sign up at
tonight’s exhibition Lady Topper basketball game at 7 p.m.

ment to the schemes and the
newness,” Petrino said on
Monday. “We are not experienced in what we are doing.
When you look at the last two
teams we played (LouisianaLafayette and Troy), they were
very experienced in what they
were doing. They had quarterbacks experienced in how they
ran their offense and how they
execute it.”
Four losses hasn’t totally
killed this teams’ bowl hopes.
The Toppers are entering what
should be one of the easiest
stretches on their schedule, with
a bout with Georgia State, possibly the worst team in the FBS,
up next followed by winnable
games against Army and Texas
State before Senior Day against a
solid Arkansas State team.
WKU has things bowl committees look for — a big-name
coach and entertaining players
like Antonio Andrews and Xavius Boyd. It would probably take
winning all three Sun Belt games,
but the Toppers could still end up
competing in December if they
play their cards right.
If they do find their team in
the postseason, though, hopefully Topper fans can temper
their expectations enough to
enjoy the game. This is a program that is set to have a bright
future, but a national contender isn’t born overnight.

Bland, senior Heitor Rodrigues
and sophomore Aymeric Le
Corno won the 400 medley
relay over the Wildcats with a
Bill Powell Natatorium record
of 3:17:93.
Rodrigues also won the 200
fly, while Musser won the 200
back and 200 IM.
Sophomore Giorgi Meyer
took second place in the threemeter and one-meter diving
events.
The WKU teams will have
the opportunity to get back on
track in their next swimming
and diving meet on Nov. 9 at
Cincinnati.

at Diddle Arena, which will
be worth two points, or apply
through the Athletics Department on designated days later
this month.
Students who join immediately get a t-shirt and a sticker
to put on their ID. Red Wave
members can present their
ID with the sticker at athletics
events, where their card will be
swiped to prove they were in

SOCCER

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
looks at equalizing before
time expired, getting shots
on goal from freshman midfielder Caitlin Hesse and
freshman forward Iris Dunn.
Georgia State goalkeeper Brie
Haynes made a diving save
of Iris Dunn’s launch with 29
seconds remaining to seal the
loss for the Lady Toppers.
“We need somebody to just
lay out and to put the ball in
the back of the net,” Tchoula
said. “That’s what we are lacking right now and that’s why
we are having trouble scoring
goals.”
The squad finished its

FOOTBALL

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
plete route-running were
all causes for not getting the
ball in the end zone enough
times.
“We had a lot of plays
there, even when we think
we have a touchdown, we
stepped out of bounds or
were called out of bounds,”
Petrino said. “There were just
a number of plays where we

BY HERALD STAFF
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
The Lady Topper basketball
team will take the court for the
first time tonight in an exhibition game against Kentucky
Wesleyan.
WKU has two exhibition
games before the start of the
season on Nov. 9. The Lady
Toppers play KWC tonight
and will face Glenville State at
home on Sunday.
KWC went 20-9 last season
before falling in the quarterfinals of the Division II Midwest
Region Championship.

WKU, meanwhile, is looking to build on a 22-win season from a year ago. The Lady
Toppers return nearly every
key player from that team, including junior All-American
candidates forward Chastity
Gooch and guard Alexis Govan. The team is also expected
to give playing time to several
incoming players — WKU has
five freshmen on the women's
roster as well as two junior college transfers.
The exhibition is set to tip
off at 7 p.m. at Diddle Arena
tonight. Admission will be free
to students with a WKU ID.

attendance.
Men’s and women’s basketball games will be the easiest
way for students to earn points
— students will get two points
for every basketball game they
attend — but there will also
be several volleyball, baseball
and softball games that will be
worth points as well. WKU’s
final home football game, on
Nov. 30 against Arkansas State,

will be worth 10 points.
Athletics Director Todd
Stewart said he hopes WKU
fans take advantage of the new
student group.
“Students bring energy and
they bring excitement,” Stewart said. “Any time we can involve the students in anything
that we do, particularly our
home sporting events, it’s a
great thing.”

Next game

regular season with a nonconference matchup at
Evansville that went into two
overtimes. After 110 minutes
of play, the match ended in a
0-0 tie.
Sophomore
goalkeeper
Nikki Hall, who earned her
first start of the season, was
put to the test on the afternoon, but fended off all seven
of Evansville’s shots on goal.
After a scoreless first overtime, WKU took control in the
second overtime period and
had its best chance halted by
goalkeeper Simone Busby as
she saved an open goal shot
from freshman forward Kelly
Phipps.
“Our girls know we’ve lost
two of our last games, and it’s

time to go back to work, roll up
the sleeves, and become a better attacking team over these
next few weeks,” Neidell said.
The Lady Toppers will
have the week off as they prepare for the Sun Belt Conference Tournament.
Tchoula said it’s time for
WKU to put up or shut up.
“It’s about putting it on the
line,” Tchoula said. “Every
game in the tournament, it’s
not necessarily going to be
the better team that wins. It’s
the team that wants it more.
We just have to want it more.”

couldn’t get the
ball in the end
zone.”
These “little
mistakes” have
made the difference in WKU’s
two-game losMcNeal
Junior Wide ing skid that
puts them in
Receiver
the bottom of
the Sun Belt alongside its opponent for Saturday. At this
point, the focus shifts to finishing the season strong, and

Petrino said that happens by
taking it one game at a time.
“Our players are competitors, and what you want to
do is work hard and get better, perform better the next
week,” Petrino said. “We
need to go worry about one
thing, and that’s winning
this game right here. We
have to go to practice each
day and work hard at getting
better, work hard at improving our skills and improving
as a team.”

Weds. Nov. 6
10 a.m. vs. Arkansas-Little Rock
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New points
program
created for
home games
BY LUCAS AULBACH
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

Tonight’s women’s basketball exhibition game at Diddle Arena will
be the first opportunity for students
to earn points through WKU’s new
Red Wave student group.
Students who join the Red Wave
can show their ID and earn points
for every WKU athletic event they
attend. Students who earn a certain
amount of points by certain times
this year will be entered to win
WKU gear and other prizes, including having early access to NCAA
Tournament basketball tickets.
This is the first year the WKU
Athletics Department has used the
new student group.
Zack McKay, WKU’s director of
athletics marketing, said the Red

SEE RED WAVE PAGE 9
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WKU freshman forward Iris Dunn and Georgia Southern sophomore defender Anna Hilpertshauser stumble while battling
for the ball during their game Friday night. The Lady Toppers lost the game 0-1 but still clinched the Sun Belt regular season
title. IAN MAULE/HERALD

Lady Toppers miss out on final two wins, still take Sun Belt title
BY JONAH PHILLIPS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM
Despite walking away from
their final two games with a
loss and a tie, the Lady Topper
soccer team closed the regular
season during Friday’s Senior
Night as Sun Belt Conference
champions.
Because of their status, the
Lady Toppers will be the No.
1 seed in the Sun Belt Conference Tournament, set to open
on Nov. 6 in San Marcos, Texas.
WKU honored nine Lady
Topper seniors before the
game, a roster of players who
have contributed to over 50
wins, a 2011 Sun Belt Tournament Championship appearance and this year's regular
season title.
Coach Jason Neidell started all nine seniors in Friday’s
game. Among their ranks was
forward Taryn O’Shea, who received her first career start and
first game action since Oct. 29,
2010 after battling three ACL

tears.
Senior Chrissy Tchoula
Senior Night pit“We need somebody to just lay
ted WKU (8-5-5,
out
and to put the ball in the back
6-2-0 Sun Belt Conference)
against of the net, That’s what we are lackGeorgia State (6-9- ing right now and that’s why we
1, 4-4-0 SBC).
Lady
Panther are having trouble scoring goals.”
forward
Ashley
Nagy finished off
and (Georgia State) was just
forward Whitney Ravan’s cross more aggressive than we were,
in the 82nd minute to nudge and that made the difference
Georgia State past WKU, 1-0 at of the game.”
the WKU Soccer Complex.
This is the Lady Toppers’
However, in light of a Lou- first SBC regular season title
isiana-Lafayette loss at South since 2007 and just the second
Alabama on Thursday, WKU in the program’s history.
still clinched the Sun Belt
Senior midfielder Chrissy
Conference
regular-season Tchoula said WKU’s struggles
title and No. 1 seed in the SBC were on the offensive end FriTournament with a 6-2 mark in day night.
league play, totaling 18 points
“I think we played a very
in league play on the season.
solid game possession-wise
“I thought we did a pretty and in our defensive and midgood job of bringing energy dle third, but in the attacking
to the game, but it seems like third we need a lot more tenacwe’ve come full circle now,” ity and we need a lot more fire
Neidell said. “I’ve always told in the box,” she said.
our squad that the difference
WKU had several good
of the game is in the goal box,
SEE SOCCER PAGE 9

Expectations
for WKU too
high from
the get-go
BY LUCAS AULBACH
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

There’s a reason Sun Belt Conference
coaches
predicted
WKU
would finish No. 4
in the conference
while people around
Bowling Green spent
the summer talking
about an undefeated season.
Aulbach
One hire wasn’t
Sports Editor
going to take a 7-5
Topper team from
2012 to a BCS bowl in 2013. Despite
the big name leading the program,
this is a team that still has some serious issues.
Like last year, the Toppers have
struggled in close games and like
last year, WKU has been prone to
giving the game away in the second
half. While the new practice routines and preparation techniques
brought by coach Bobby Petrino
have proven effective with his
teams in the past, history shows his
guys have often struggled in their
first year under the new coach.

SEE COLUMN PAGE 9
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Troy loss a hit to WKU’s bowl hopes
BY ELLIOTT PRATT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

WKU’s Homecoming loss
to Troy all but shot down the
team’s chances of a Sun Belt
Conference title. With three
losses in the conference and a
4-4 overall record, the Toppers’
next best shot at success is to
earn a bowl bid.
Their quest for the postseason continues against a winless Georgia State team in Atlanta on Saturday.
“This is the one that challenges you,” coach Bobby
Petrino said. “When you lose
two games in a row, it challenges your leadership, your
togetherness. We have to work
on that every day.”
Even though WKU (4-4,
1-3 Sun Belt Conference) only
needs two more wins to become bowl eligible, the Toppers may need more than that
if they want to secure a bid.
Louisiana-Lafayette, Troy
and Texas State each have five

Next game

Saturday Nov. 2
12 p.m. @ Georgia State
Atlanta, Georgia
wins and Louisiana-Monroe,
WKU’s only Sun Belt win, sits
with the Toppers as the fourwin teams in the conference.
With the tight battle for a bowl
bid among six of the league’s
eight teams, players know they
have no room for error from
here on out, according to junior wide receiver Willie McNeal.
“We put ourselves in this
hole, so we know we have to
dig out of it,” McNeal said. “I’m
pretty sure the whole team
knows the situation we’re in
now, and with this conference,
you never know what could
happen, you never know who
could beat who. So we’ll just
finish strong, and we control
our own destiny.”
Petrino said he has been
pleased with his players’ ef-

forts in recent weeks, but he
wants them to translate on
the field. The coach believes
those good efforts have
transferred in some ways,
but they need to produce
touchdowns rather than
field goals.
Sophomore kicker Garrett Schwettman made a career-high four field goals in
the Toppers’ loss to Troy. But
field goals won’t win games
when the other team scores
touchdowns, McNeal and
Petrino said.
“Points are always good,
but taking long drives, you
have to get touchdowns,”
McNeal said. “It’s pointless
going all the way down and
just getting field goals backto-back.”
McNeal said it was the
little mistakes that cost WKU
its second straight Homecoming loss like a “missed
block assignment, finishing
a block, misread” or incomSEE FOOTBALL PAGE 9

Redshirt
junior wide
receiver Joel
German is
defended by
Troy's Jeremy Spikner
during the
Homecoming game
on Saturday.
WKU lost 3226. BRIAN
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